127TH ANNUAL SPEECH DAY
WEDNESDAY 4 DECEMBER 2013

SCIENTIA AMICITIA INTEGRITAS
Program

ACADEMIC PROCESSION  Grandioso from Crown Imperial – William Walton
KWS Orchestra, Conducted by Dahle Innes

NATIONAL ANTHEM  Advance Australia Fair
KWS Orchestra, Conducted by Dahle Innes

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY  Craig Simpson

SCHOOL READING  I Corinthians, Chapter 13
Sarah Steele-Park

WELCOME and CHAIRMAN’S REPORT  Chairman of Council
Tony Cheney

BIBLE READING  Book of Psalms: Psalm 46
Oscar Tierney and Olivia Mirrington

PRAYER  Pastor Philip Worrad

CHRISTMAS CAROL  O Come All Ye Faithful
KWS Orchestra, Conducted by Dahle Innes

OCCASIONAL ADDRESS  Professor Roger Robinson and Kathrine Switzer

VOTE OF THANKS  Poppy Brown

MUSICAL ITEM  Wheatbelt – Iain Grandage
KWS Chamber Choir, Conducted by Heidi Anthony

PREPARATORY SCHOOL AWARDS  Professor Roger Robinson and Kathrine Switzer

PRINCIPAL’S ADDRESS  Brian Kennelly

MUSICAL ITEM  The Carnival of the Animals: Royal March of the Lion, The Aquarium and Finale – Saint-Saens
Soloists: Nevena Kosarac and Ian Crossing
KWS Orchestra, Conducted by Dahle Innes

SECONDARY SCHOOL AWARDS  Professor Roger Robinson and Kathrine Switzer

SCHOOL HYMN  O Son of Man
KWS Orchestra, Conducted by Dahle Innes

BENEDICTION  Brian Mowbray
Chairperson of Macquarie Darling Presbytery of Uniting Church – representing the Moderator

ACADEMIC RECEPTION  I Vow to Thee, My Country – Gustav Holst
KWS Orchestra, Conducted by Dahle Innes
# Preparatory Award Winners

## KINDERGARTEN
- Olivia Martin - P & F Academic Improvement Award
- Olivia Lee - Outstanding Effort and Application Award
- Hannah Jones - KWS School Spirit Award

## YEAR 1
- Oliver Chandler-Sullivan - P & F Academic Improvement Award
- Alice Waddell - Outstanding Effort and Application Award
- Andrew May - KWS School Spirit Award

## YEAR 2
- Max Bloomfield - P & F Academic Improvement Award
- Ella Buesnel - Outstanding Effort and Application Award
- Luke Dominello - KWS School Spirit Award

## YEAR 3
- Grace Srzich - P & F Merit Prize for Academic Achievement
- Lily Anderson - Prize for Academic Excellence
- Lucy Waddell - Prize for Academic Excellence
- Elliot Hannelly - Mrs Dallas Barnett Prize for Dux of Year 3

## YEAR 4
- William Rawson - P & F Merit Prize for Academic Achievement
- Catherine Crisp - Junior Religious Education Prize
- George Cumming - Prize for Academic Excellence
- Emma Choi - Prize for Academic Excellence
- Will Hannelly - Mrs Suzan Hancock Prize for Dux of Year 4

## YEAR 5
- Jimmy Lin - P & F Merit Prize for Academic Progress
- Ethan Teber-Rossi - P & F Merit Prize for Academic Achievement
- Emily McLachlan - Prize for Academic Excellence
- Alanah Seedsman - Prize for Academic Excellence
- Owen Bloomfield - Peter Grivas Prize for Dux of Year 5

## YEAR 6
- McLachlan House - Year 12 1983 Trophy for Preparatory School Inter-House Competition – Captains: Oliver Steele-Park and Florence Conway
- Emma Crossing - Year 6 1992 Trophy for the Best All Round Sportswoman
- Oliver Steele-Park - Year 6 1992 Trophy for the Best All Round Sportsman
- Tupou Faiva - Mr & Mrs P J Willis Prize for Consistent Effort throughout the Year
- Florence Conway - Dr Walter F Matthews Memorial Prize for Good Citizenship
- Maddie Smith - The Mrs Virginia Bumbalough Memorial Prize for Work, Character and Sport in the Preparatory School
- Alexandra Wald - Senior Religious Education Prize
- Alexandra Gee - P & F Merit Prize for Achievement in Academic Studies – Year 6
- Molly Knight-Hannan - Prize for Academic Excellence
- Oscar Tierney - A & D Trethewey Trophy for Music in the Preparatory School
- - Orange Bus Service Prize for Academic Excellence
- - Kinross Wolaroi School Foundation Prize for the Head Boy Prefect of the Preparatory School
- Olivia Mirrington - 6H 1989 Prize for Loyalty & Attitude (Year 6) in the Preparatory School
- - J B Caldwell Family Prize for Proxime Accessit to the Dux of KWS Preparatory School
- - Kinross Wolaroi School Foundation Prize for the Head Girl Prefect of the Preparatory School
- Luca Wynn - GHD Mathematics Prize for a Year 6 Student
- - C H Miller Prize for the Dux of KWS Preparatory School
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Special Awards

Cherie Byrnes - For 25 Years Service to Kinross Wolaroi School
Vicki Lindeman - For 25 Years Service to Kinross Wolaroi School
Rob McLean - For 25 Years Service to Kinross Wolaroi School
Jacqueline Paix - For 25 Years Service to Kinross Wolaroi School
Graeme Walters - For 25 Years Service to Kinross Wolaroi School

Secondary Award Winners

YEAR 7

Harry Crouch - Bruce Campbell Cup for Best All Round Sportsman (13 Years)
Donny Freeman - The Wade Iffland Memorial Prize
Anna Ponder - Merit Award for Effort in Schoolwork
Sam Lin - Prize for Academic Excellence
William Cheney - Prize for Academic Excellence
Isabelle Robson - Prize for Academic Excellence
Maggie Noonan - Prize for Academic Excellence
Jessica Amos - Prize for Academic Excellence
Myriam Kwa - Prize for Academic Excellence
Georgia Edmonstone - Prize for Academic Excellence
Amy Button - Prize for Academic Excellence
Hannah Solari - The Year 7 Prize
Lydia Fagan - Prize for Academic Excellence
Rex Crisp - Prize for Academic Excellence
Thea Allen - C L Marriott Trophy and Prize for Best All Round Sportswoman (13 Years)
Lydia Fagan - Parents and Friends Association Prize for Academic Excellence
Ailish Seedsman - National Australia Bank Prize for Dux of Year 7

YEAR 8

James Boag - Meredith Brogan Memorial Prize for Effort in School Work
Alice Litchfield - The Shillington Prize for Excellence of Character, School Studies and Sport
Darren Jayasuriya - Prize for Academic Excellence
Megan Crossing - Prize for Academic Excellence
Maxwell Eastwood - Prize for Academic Excellence
Jocelyn Date - Prize for Academic Excellence
Angus Hall - Prize for Academic Excellence
Connor Whiteley - Prize for Academic Excellence
Alexandra Butcherine - Prize for Academic Excellence
Eliza Gilbank-Heim - Prize for Academic Excellence
Eva Bloomfield - Prize for Academic Excellence
YEAR 8 (cont’)
Amelia Rawson - Prize for Academic Excellence
Trent Russell - Prize for Academic Excellence
Prudence Schiffmann - W D Barnett Memorial Prize for Dux of Year 8

YEAR 9
Toby Condon - The School Council Prize for the Year 9 Student who has shown the Greatest Growth in Resilience and Compassion
Hamish Sheehan - Peter Drummond Forbes Trophy for Best All Round Sportsman (15 years)
Annabelle Tierney - Howard W Small Memorial Prize for Effort
Myra Lim-Hurt - Prize for Academic Excellence
Olivia Wass - Prize for Academic Excellence
Brianna Chu - Prize for Academic Excellence
Rhoslyn Carney - Prize for Academic Excellence
Travis Bell - Sir Neville Howse VC Award for Conservation, Preservation and Education of Heritage in Australia (sponsored by Orange City Council)
Kelsey Gray - Simone Hutton Prize for Best All Round Sportswoman (15 years)
Canada Gavin - Prize for Academic Excellence
Gemma L’Estrange - Prize for Academic Excellence
Rebecca Crisp - Prize for Academic Excellence
Sophie Fenton - Prize for Academic Excellence
Alexander Mirrington - John Mitchell and Robert Westcott Prize for Dux of Year 9

YEAR 10
Elise Bennett - Vanessa Morgan Prize for Food Technology
Kate Orange - Rebecca and Robert Glasson Prize for Agriculture
Cameron Williams - The Orange Woodworkers’ Association Award for Practical Work in Wood
Tyron Ody - The TAS Department Award for Practical Work in Metal
Jamie Goddard - T & A Frost Trophy for Practical Art
Emily Wright - J & R Wiggins Prize for Religious Education
Ian Crossing - Bronwyn Vickers Prize for Consistent Contribution to Musical Activities
- Science Prize
Anthony Solari - Prize for Academic Excellence
Samual Bellamy - Peter Fisher Trophy for Boys for Excellence at Study, Games, Helpfulness and School Spirit
- Prize for Academic Excellence
Josephine Bloomfield - Prize for Academic Excellence
Nigel Jayasuriya - Prize for Academic Excellence
YEAR 10 (cont’)

Nicola Kermode  - Joshua Buttenshaw Prize for the student in Year 10 who Most Encapsulates the Spirit of KWS
   - J Stuart Douglas Memorial Award for Citizenship
   - Prize for Academic Excellence

Johanna Pelley  - Prize for Academic Excellence
Laura Faulks   - Prize for Academic Excellence
Sarah McIntyre - Rossell Trophy for Girls for Excellence at Study, Games, Helpfulness and School Spirit
   - Prize for Academic Excellence

Madelon Griffiths - Orange Mutual Credit Union Prize for Commerce
   - Prize for Academic Excellence

Andie Delaney  - Raymond and Elizabeth Hawke Memorial Prize for English
   - Prize for Academic Excellence

Bryana Smith   - J Stuart Douglas Memorial Award for Citizenship
   - Prize for Academic Excellence

Alice Faulks   - Centenary Prize for History
   - Pamela Maundrell Memorial Prize for Girls for Excellence in Science
   - Prize for Academic Excellence

Hugh Elbourne - Merit Award for Effort in Schoolwork
   - Prize for Academic Excellence

Codey Swadling - K & M Barrausch Prize for Latin
   - Oldham Prize for Modern Languages
   - Prize for Mathematics
   - University of Sydney Year 10 Academic Excellence Award
   - John Provost Memorial Prize for Dux of Year 10

YEAR 11

Brown House    - P&F Tutor House Challenge Shield
   Captains: Ellie Haeger and Nicholas Worrad

Brown House    - Geoffrey Moodie Murray Memorial Cup for Inter-House Competition
   Captains: Ellie Haeger and Nicholas Worrad

Robert Blatch  - David and Jean Prest Prize forCourtesy, Character and School Spirit (Boys)
Matthew Wood   - Ernest W F White Memorial Prize for the Most Improved Student
Georgina Uttley - Ina W Miller Memorial Prize forCourtesy, Character and School Spirit (Girls)
William Tierney - Year 12 1984 Shield for Involvement and Participation in all School Activities
Logan Birchall - Greg Howard Prize for Excellence in Brass Performance
Daniel Moxey   - The Friends of Music Prize for Outstanding Contribution to the Performing Arts
Elyssa Hayley   - Taylor Martin Memorial Prize for Music Performance
Ashley Hudson  - Taylor Martin Memorial Prize for Practical Art
Brigitta Holland - Studies of Religion Prize
Thomas Kotzur  - The Year 11 Prize for English
William McLaughlin - Prize for Academic Excellence
YEAR 11 (cont')

Michelle Luk - Prize for Academic Excellence
Carmen Date - Prize for Academic Excellence
Ellie Haege - Prize for Academic Excellence
Susan Alderman - Rose Family Prize for Consistent Effort
- Merit Award for Geography (CSU Orange)
- Prize for Academic Excellence
Evangeline Jackson - Prize for Academic Excellence
Zoe Wilkinson - Macquarie University Prize for History
- Prize for Academic Excellence
Annabel Biddulph - Prize for Academic Excellence
Chengyi Han - David Coleman Prize for Science
- Engineering Prize for Outstanding Success in Mathematics and Science
- Prize for Academic Excellence
Nicole Pickford - Prize for Academic Excellence
Poppy Brown - C S Winchester Memorial Prize for Community Service
- Prize for Academic Excellence
Alexander Amos - Prize for Academic Excellence
Nevena Kosarac - Jeanette Brown Prize for Pianoforte
- Prize for Academic Excellence
Olivia Brooks - The Lions Club of Orange Prize for Excellence in English
- Russell Turner Prize for Mathematics
- W and J Haling Prize for Dux of Year 11
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Year 12 Graduation Ceremony Award Winners 2013

SPECIAL AWARDS

Billy Freeman - Pierre de Coubertin Award
Isobella Grist - The Ex-Students' Association Family Heritage Award
Angus Williams - The Ex-Students' Association Family Heritage Award
Kate Wilson - The Ex-Students' Association Family Heritage Award

The Cooey Mutton Shield

James Aitken Arabella Jorgensen-Hull Dominic Wu
Kirstie Fitzpatrick Nicole Luk

YEAR 12 AWARDS

Matt Johnston - Adam Sales Shield and Prize for Captain of Trathen House
Amelia Inder - G S Weingarth Shield (Miller House)
Dylan Prince - G Hilder Trophy for Co-operation and Initiative (Weymouth House)
Eliza Coles - B Geale & R Hancock Trophy (New House)
Damien Hill - Wolaroi College Shield for Best All-Round Sportsman
Brooke Hamilton - Susan Gordon Cup for Best All-Round Sportswoman
Mandy Colless - Prize for Captain of Loader House
- Reuben F Scarf Memorial Foundation Award for Commitment
Samantha Charry - A M Wilson Memorial Award for Citizenship
Nicholas Shillington - Skerman Trophy for Sportsmanship, Leadership and School Spirit (Boys)
Logan Brockmann - Glen Eden Prize for Captain of Wolaroi House
- Skerman Trophy for Sportsmanship, Leadership and School Spirit (Boys)
Jack Yeomans - The Chaplain's Prize
Diya Alsultani - The Perrin-Burton TESOL Prize
Blake Hansen - Kinross Wolaroi Friends of Music Prize
Thomas Glastonbury - Gradon Family Prize for Woodwind Instruments
Clare Thompson - G H Ridge Memorial Prize for History
Lauryn Wilson - G S Weingarth Shield (Miller House)
- The Newtown Developments Prize for Studies of Religion
- Year 12 Prize for Textiles and Design
Jane Brien - Sue and Tamara Eisenhauer Prize for Agriculture
Thomas Rummery - Metalcorp Steel Prize for Industrial Technology
Henry Opie - Sean Ngu Prize for Software Design and Development
India Dixon - Year 12 Latin Prize
Gemma Plunkett - Hando Family Prize for Hospitality
- JB Waltman Memorial Prize for Geography
Shelby Archer - Emma Hansen Award for Excellence in Visual Art
- K C Low Family Prize for Biology
Bethany Ovenden - Jeanette Hall Prize for Senior Art
Year 12 Graduation Ceremony Award Winners 2013 (cont')

Arthur Hancock - Prize for Academic Excellence
Lachlan Corinth - Sean Ngu and Craig Smith Prize for PDHPE
- Prize for Academic Excellence
Margaret Coles - Ex-Students’ Association Prize for Outstanding Effort
- Prize for Academic Excellence
Michael Gattone - Westpac Trophy for Senior Economics
- Prize for Academic Excellence
Dominic Wu - Prize for Academic Excellence
Charles McIntosh - Prize for Academic Excellence
Louise Hancock - Cummins Prize for Modern History
- Prize for Academic Excellence
Arabella Jorgensen-Hull - The Verity Warn Shield for the Senior CUO of the KWS Cadet Unit
- The WDJ Dean Award for Outstanding Service by a Cadet
- Wellwood Shield for Sportmanship, Leadership and School Spirit (Girls)
- BLD Hewson-Vernon Prize for Ancient History
- Prize for Academic Excellence
Erin Smith - Prize for Academic Excellence
Owen Patfield - WG Stewart Prize for Mathematics
- Prize for Academic Excellence
Genevieve Sergeant - Prize for Captain of Stuart Douglas House
- WDJ Dean Prize for Physics
- Chris and Suzie Brown Prize for Academic Excellence
Rebekah Kwa - Caltex Best All Rounder Award
- Robin Thompson Prize for Stringed Instruments
- Winifred Chapman Cup for Music
- Suzanne Dawes Prize for French
- J B Caldwell Family Prize for Proxime Accessit to the Dux
Annabelle Carter - Robin Thompson Prize for Stringed Instruments
- Mrs Nan Dean Prize for Outstanding Achievement in Music
- McE D’Hudson Memorial Prize for English
- WG Stewart Prize for Mathematics
- Sean Ngu and Foong Takaunlao Prize for Chemistry
- Carolyn Roweth Prize for the Dux of Kinross Wolarooi School
Eloise Mirrington - Mark Byrnes & Co Prize for Business Studies
- Prize for Academic Excellence
- School Council’s Prize of a Bible for the Head Prefects
- J R and M C Glasson Trophy for the Head Girl Prefect of KWS
Stan Alston - School Council’s Prize of a Bible for the Head Prefects
- Rotary Club of Orange Prize for the Head Boy Prefect of KWS
ADVANCE AUSTRALIA FAIR

Australians all let us rejoice,
For we are young and free,
We've golden soil and wealth for toil,
Our home is girt by sea;
Our land abounds in nature's gifts
of beauty rich and rare;
In history's page, let every stage,
Advance Australia Fair,
In joyful strains then let us sing
Advance Australia Fair.

O COME, ALL YE FAITHFUL

O Come, all ye Faithful,
Joyful and triumphant,
O come ye, O come ye to Bethlehem;
Come and behold him
Born the King of Angels:

O Come, let us adore him,
O Come, let us adore him,
O Come, let us adore him,
Christ the Lord!

SCHOOL HYMN

O SON OF MAN

O son of man, our hero strong and tender
Whose servants are the brave in all the earth,
Our living sacrifice to Thee we render,
Who sharest all our sorrows, all our mirth.

O feet so strong to climb the path of duty,
O lips divine that taught the words of Truth,
Kind eyes that marked the lilies in their beauty
And heart that kindled at the zeal of youth.

True God of true God,
Light of Light, eternal,
Lo! He abhors not the Virgin’s womb;
Son of the Father, begotten, not created

Sing, choirs of angels, Sing in exultation,
Sing, all ye citizens of heaven above;
Glory to God in the highest.